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Inspired by customers,
built by an industry
leader.

You spoke and we listened. At 
Vermeer® we are always
looking for ways to not only 
improve our equipment, but the
environment our equipment 
works in. So, with your key
suggestions in mind, we
enhanced the productivity and 
efficiency of the HG6000. By 
redesigning key features and 
increasing the horsepower 
(kilowatt) of the machine to a 
Cat C18 Tier 4i 755-hp
(563 kW) engine we have
created a machine that will 
stand the demands of your 
jobsite while still being able 
to provide the same quality 
and service you expect from a 
global leader like Vermeer.

When working in large-scale 
land clearing, wood processing 
or green-waste recycling, you 
can count on the newly
redesigned HG6000 to give you 
the power and performance 
you deserve.

Bottom: Adjustable Screen Supports. Allows 
screens to be positioned closely to the cutters for
maximized productivity while reducing fines. Or position 
them back away from the cut for applications where 
contaminants may be present.

Center: Single-Piece Discharge Conveyor Belt. 
Our newly redesigned HG6000 now features a
single-piece discharge conveyor belt that allows for better 
flow of material from belly to load-out by getting rid of
possible bottleneck areas.

Top: Series II Duplex Drum. This patented duplex 
drum, or mill, offers nearly double the life of single-sided 
designs with reversible hammers and cutter blocks. The 
Series II also offers an array of two bolt cutter options and 
is equipped with a patented replaceable wedge hammer 
and cutter seat design.

The all new HG6000 horizontal grinder from Vermeer comes with two adjustable 
screens – allowing you to mix and match screens to meet your end product needs 
in a variety of wood- and green-waste applications. So what exactly does this mean 
for you? Simply put, this system allows for more versatility on the jobsite meeting 
your end product needs from mulch to biofuel markets all with one machine. 



Center Right: Thrown Object
Deflector (TOD). The TOD reduces the 
quantity and distance of thrown material 
debris and is strategically placed to
reduce interference when loading
over-length material.

Bottom Left: Wireless Remote
Control Units. Allows operator to view and 
change a variety of settings during
operation, while monitoring various engine 
parameters from inside the loader cab or in
a remote location.

Center Left: Dual Screen Design.
A variety of screen choices can be mixed 
and matched, maximizing through-put while 
meeting end-product specifications. This 
screen design also allows you to rotate or flip 
each individual screen for increased screen 
life to aid in lowered operating costs.

Bottom Right: New PT Tech Clutch. 
The PT tech VG14 clutch has an integrated 
pump drive that eliminates bolt-on Chelsey 
drives and is splash lubricated. This clutch 
also has a new soft start so the overall clutch 
life is increased.

As ever increasingly stringent engine emission 
standards are set for the United States, Canada 
and Europe, Vermeer is leading the industry by 
providing equipment with the latest engine
technology. Working with leading engine
manufacturers allows us to ensure the same
quality of products and service as you have 
come to expect from Vermeer.

The HG6000 grinder features a CAT C-rated 
C18 Tier 4 Interim engine specifically chosen 
to meet the demands of your operation as well 
as those set by governmental regulations. This 
755-hp (563 kW) engine provides not only a 
20 percent increase in horsepower (kilowatt) 
from the previous HG6000 630 hp (469.8 kW) 
model, but also features net fuel economy 
savings when compared to a Tier 3 CAT C18 
755-hp (563 kW) machine.* Also when it comes 
to resale, your Tier 4 engine will help to retain a 
greater value in the future by meeting tier
regulations not only today but years ahead 
when compared to similar Tier 3 models sold.**

Couple these with the fact that it reduces green 
house gases and particulate matter (known to 
deplete the ozone and cause cancer) gives you 
a machine that is greener, meaner and will
outperform your competition today, tomorrow 
and years to come.

*Claims based on Caterpillar Tier 4 engine performance statements. “Industrial Engine
Ratings Guide Tier 4/Stage IIIA and Beyond.” Cat Products and Services. Caterpillar,
2011. Web. 29 Apr. 2011. <http://www.cat.com/cda/files/2208849/7/LEGH0001-02.pdf>. 

**Numerous factors go into resale value. Engine option is just one of those components.
Talk to your Vermeer dealer to find out more.

Top Left: Box Beam-Style Anvil. The box
beam-style anvil, with replaceable wear surfaces on 
top, uses a wedge system to maximize retention
while providing good resistance to bending.
Additionally, serviceability is increased by providing 
ground level access..

Top Right: Patented SmartGrind System. The 
SmartGrind system and hydraulic feed roller down 
pressure keep material moving so that loading speed 
and productivity are maximized. Open-ended, wide 
feed tables are designed to make over-the-side
loading easy and efficient.



OPTIONS
Magnetic head pulley and tray
Air compressor: 30 gal (113.6 L)
 Honda (11.7 hp (8.7 kW) gas engine)
Screen sizes
Extended warranty
Special paint
Fuel chip attachment (FCA)
Heavy-duty feed roller
Belt tension meter
Torque wrenches
Deluxe silencer with spark arrestor
Belt-in abrasion-resistant mill liner

CONTROLS
Full-function operator’s station with standard radio remote
Radio remote control functions:
 Engine throttle
 Feed roller reverse and forward
 Feed table reverse and forward
 Smart Grind on/off
 Feed roller raise and lower
 Feed roller float and down pressure
 Engine stop
 Thrown Object Deflector raise and lower
 Fan reverse
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GENERAL
Weight: 65000 lb (29483.51 kg)
Transportation length: 38.8’ (11.8 m)
Conveyor unfolded length: 54.1’ (16.5 m)
Width: 8.2’ (2.5 m)
Height: 13.1’ (4 m)

HAMMERMILL
Millbox opening width: 60” (152.4 cm)
Millbox opening height: 32” (81.3 cm)
Drum diameter: 28” (71.1 cm)
Tip diameter: 36.4” (92.5 cm)
Drum cutting width: 62.4” (158.9 cm)
Drum speed: 1086 rpm
Number of hammers: 10
Number of cutters: 20
Anvil: Fabricated steel with replaceable wear surfaces
Bearing type: Double roll, spherical roller
Bearing inner race diameter: 5.5” (14 cm)

ENGINE
Model: Caterpillar C18 Tier 4i
Aspiration: Dual turbocharged and air-to-air charge cooled
Number of dual cylinders: 6
Full-load gross hp: 755 hp (563 kW)
Cooling medium: Liquid
Air cleaner: Dry-type with primary & secondary elements and restriction indicator
Oil filter: Full flow, spin-on
Electrical system: 24 V starting
Fuel tank capacity: 350 gal (1324.9 L)
Fuel consumption @ full load: 39.1 gph (148 L/h)

DRIVE LINE
Hydraulic-operated wet clutch with PTO

TRAILER
Axle rating: 25,000 lb (11,339.8 kg)
Number of axles: 3
Tire size: 385/65R22.5 
Brakes: Air-actuated with spring-applied parking brake
Tongue weight: 21,000 lb (9,525.4 kg)
Hitch type: 5th wheel

DISCHARGE
Conveyor type: Open-loop
Conveyor width: 48” (121.9 cm)
Conveyor length: 81.3’ (24.8 m)
Load height: 15’ (4.6 m)

INFEED SYSTEM
Feed roller width: 56.3” (143 cm)
Feed roller diameter: 36.1” (91.7 cm)
Feed roller tooth style: Serrated bars
Number of teeth: 13
Feed roller weight: 1300 lb (589.7 kg)
Feed roller down-pressure: Hydraulic, adjustable
Feed table width: 60” (152.4 cm)
Feed table length: 20’ (6.1 m)
Feed conveyor type: Welded steel slat chain

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
Implement
 Type: Open-loop, pressure- and flow-compensated
 Oil tank capacity: 100 gal (378.5 L)
 Oil type: Vermeer HyPower 68
Fan drive
 Type: Open-loop, pressure- and flow-compensated
 Oil type: Vermeer HyPower 68
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Equipment shown is for illustrative purposes only and may display optional accessories or components. Please contact your local Vermeer dealer for more information on machine specifications. Vermeer Corporation reserves the right to make changes in
engineering, design and specifications; add improvements; or discontinue manufacturing at any time without notice or obligation Vermeer and the Vermeer logo are trademarks of Vermeer Manufacturing Company in the U.S.

and/or other countries. CUMMINS is a trademark of Cummins Engine Company. © 2011 Vermeer Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
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Vermeer Corporation
Pella, Iowa 50219 U.S.A.
Phone: (641) 628-3141

Fax: (641) 621-7773
International fax: +1 (641) 621-7730

Vermeer EMEA
(Europe, Middle East, Africa and CIS)

the Netherlands
Phone: +31 113 272700

Fax: +31 113 272727

Vermeer Asia Pacific
Singapore 608586

Phone: +65 6516 9560
Fax: +65 6515 9218

Vermeer Latin America
Valinhos, SP - Brazil

Phone: +55 19 3881-3848
Fax: +55 19 3881-3848, ext. 108

Call toll-free 1-888-VERMEER
1-888-837-6337 (USA only)

www.vermeer.com
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